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StepShot Guides helps you easily create and edit screenshots to help explain complex processes or present objectives. After installing and launching the application, add any number of screenshots and simply arrange
them in the panel with different arrangement options. You can also insert additional features such as text annotations, arrows, and highlighting. Using the built-in fonts and colors, you can quickly customize the

appearance of the selected images. Use the configuration options for changing the image size, text color, alignment, and font style. Additionally, you can create sound notifications in case of taking a screenshot, insert
your own sound file, or show a message on the screen. StepShot Guides Key Features: You can combine several screenshots into one graphic. Select the area of the desktop you want to capture. Shoot multiple images
and stop the recording with just one click. Use hotkeys or predefined options to avoid manual operations. After importing the captured data you can configure your screenshots with additional features, such as arrows,

annotations, highlighting, and blur. Import and export images to DOC, DITA, PNG, and other file formats. You can adjust the background and foreground color for the selected images. StepShot Guides Download Link: Buy
StepShot Guides From WindowsXplorer - Free StepShot Guides Download Link - Buy StepShot Guides From Softonic - Buy StepShot Guides From Filehost - Buy StepShot Guides From Uploading.fm - Buy StepShot Guides

From MediaFire - Buy StepShot Guides From Mega.nz - Buy StepShot Guides From RapidShare - Buy StepShot Guides From 0shares - Buy StepShot Guides From MEGA.nz - Buy StepShot Guides From Youku - Buy StepShot
Guides From Letitbit - Buy StepShot Guides From Hi5 -
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Image Viewer and Editor is a fast and free screen capture tool bundled with a full-screen editor. It enables you to capture screenshots and add filters, shadows, text, images, graphics and different transformations. Its
user-friendly interface makes it easy to use. The main window can be moved to the monitor to capture screenshots, or it can be placed in the corner of the screen to capture the active window. Images can be filtered

according to the format, window size, window position, and visual characteristics. The captured images can be cropped and recompressed. This is a great feature for creating presentations. After the capture, images can
be embedded into the clipboard, sent to the system tray, or exported to a file. Toolbox Screen Capture is a fast and free screen capture tool bundled with a full-screen editor. Its user-friendly interface makes it easy to

use. The main window can be moved to the monitor to capture screenshots. Images can be filtered according to the format, window size, window position, and visual characteristics. The captured images can be cropped
and recompressed. This is a great feature for creating presentations. Toolbox Features: Capture images of the entire screen, active window, or fixed area of the desktop. Editing images: insert and remove filters,

shadows, text, images, graphics, and transformations. Compress images to JPG, PNG, GIF, and BMP. Export images to a file. Set the screen capture hotkeys. All settings are saved in the toolbox. Toolbox Description: Jivida
is the world’s most advanced screen capture app, with a tight interface and all the features you can imagine. With Jivida’s professional screen captures, your presentations come alive with media, images, and

graphics—all captured and edited perfectly in the blink of an eye. Take snapshots of any size Jivida gives you the capability to customize snapshots in any way you’d like. Take snapshots of any size you want, crop, insert
images, graphics, text, shadows, and even instant replay video! Fast capture Jivida is lightning fast to capture the screen, so you won’t need to wait or restart your computer. It doesn’t matter if you have a slow computer

or a device with slow RAM, Jivida will give you an image in seconds. More than simple screen capture With Jivida, you get more than b7e8fdf5c8
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StepShot Guides is a ready-made program for creating instructional images from the screen, with no knowledge of coding, created by experts of the software development. The program is a powerful screen recording
tool for windows with many useful functions and the ability to easily create presentations with a background image or with dynamic objects. StepShot Guides contains all the necessary tools for taking screenshots and
subsequently creating high-quality slideshows with a few mouse clicks. The program consists of five modules. The first module has a very intuitive and friendly user interface. The second module is used for directly
capturing all available areas. We recommend that you use the third module for getting the active window ready for recording. The fourth module allows you to easily play sound notifications while taking the necessary
screenshots. The last module is used for further manipulation. It contains all the additional features and options. What’s New in this version: You can also use our free StepShot Guides App that makes creating slide shows
even easier. The App lets you take screenshots and add text from any web page, text, images, videos, or even other snapshots to use as a background image for slideshows. With just one click, you can create a
slideshow with your own pictures, images, and animated videos that appears on your favorite device, tablet, or smartphone. It supports all popular browsers, your favorite social media, e-mails, RSS, and IM clients. Share
your creations with the whole world. Key features: • StepShot Guides is a powerful screen recording program that allows you to easily create PowerPoint-like slide shows. • The program includes all the necessary tools for
taking screenshots and inserting new content to appear as a slideshow on your screens. • StepShot Guides is a handy application that allows you to take pictures, videos, text, and other necessary elements of the screen
and to directly copy them to PowerPoint or another program with just one click. • The program provides all the necessary functionalities for you to quickly create presentations with a background image or any other
element. • StepShot Guides is a wonderful tool that allows you to easily crop screenshots and add images, text, videos, or other elements and to use the last one as a template for creating slideshows with just one click. •
StepShot Guides can be used to quickly create presentations with a background image or with any other element. • The program lets you easily create presentations with a background image or with any other element. •
StepShot Guides enables you to record a

What's New in the StepShot Guides?

Turn your desktop into a learning aid with StepShot Guides. Featuring a touch-sensitive panel, its purpose is to help you take screenshots and apply additional editing operations to your images. You can create notes and
arrows to highlight the main ideas from your projects. The tool is equipped with a help manual, which provides information about the capturing process. StepShot Guides offers its users various modes of capturing a
screen area, as well as the possibility to record an area with the mouse cursor hovering over it. It provides several parameters, such as text and alignment settings. Furthermore, you can add shapes to edit areas, or lock
important objects for later use. Exporting the captured information comes bundled in the application. Why is this helpful? Get step-by-step instructions from your tools. The images captured by StepShot Guides are of
high quality, and can help you create presentations or provide explanations that will make you stand out. Enjoy a personalized experience by using a customizable help manual included in the tool. Screenshots: StepShot
Guides Key Features: Feature-rich capturing mode for taking screenshots Create presentations and explanations by taking multiple screenshots and applying various editing operations Configure parameters and hotkeys
Personalize images by changing their colors and adding shapes and arrows Watch screenshots you have taken or another screen capture tool Choose between full-screen and active area Capture the desired area of your
desktop If you accidentally end up with a black screen, try using the Hotkey solution Instantly restore previous window layouts Place each window into the desired layout Make your screen layout suitable for a
presentation Maximize the window to achieve a crisp black and white photo Capture the mouse cursor with the hotkey to crop the image Shadow the cursor at any desired position Add shadows to windows Add a black
border to windows Free the screen area from borders and details Further read: Repair or replace images with the help of a photo editor Save your photos in various formats and share them online StepShot Guides
includes a full set of options enabling you to capture an image area that is both full screen and specific window. Additionally, the program has a flexible set of tools allowing you to create images that can be used for
presentations, documents, etc. Create a presentation Use an image that can be displayed Upload images for use Place your image in
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ZOMBIE: Day of the Dead Delux Download [2KGames] [Emperor's Gambit] DRM-free installer 1076.63 MB ZOMBIE: Day of the Dead Delux is a zombie-themed combat RPG with a simple interface and a story that's long
and bloody. You can kill zombies in your day-to-day life as you run for your life from the undead. In this game, you can use all kinds of weapons and equipment to fight the dead and
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